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History comes alive
How do you make the Industrial Revolution relevant and
exciting for 21st-century eighth-graders? If you are a
collaborative Middle School social studies teacher, you
Commitment to
Learner-Centered might enlist two innovative colleagues and together
Principles
create a multidisciplinary program that combines history,
ELA and math. Then invite your students to choose a
historical topic, go deep into it with research, and share what they’ve
learned in their own stylish and entertaining podcasts.
Social studies teacher Katie Armstrong, along with ELA teacher Jen
Podanowski and math teacher Natalie Henty, crafted a true co-teaching
experience. They used Zoom distance learning technology to run
classes simultaneously, engaging students in all of their classrooms, plus
their many remote learners. The teachers challenged students to create
their own unique history podcasts, featuring Progressive Era topics
like early 20th-century tenements and the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
fire. Students used research and critical thinking skills to become
experts in each topic. They organized their thoughts and wrote concise
scripts that made the history accessible and easy to understand. A
contemporary connection was included, showing how the featured
event remains important in today’s world.
Each student designed a rationale and title art for their podcast
program. As host and narrator, each developed their own absorbing
presentation style. Then they recorded their 3-10 minute audio podcast
episode. Almost 100 students created original podcast episodes.
Many students felt that the project just didn’t seem like work.
Cameron Cohen said, “I enjoyed the learning aspect of the project. I
learned things about the light bulb and its progression through history
that I never knew before." Jordan Cope said, “There were no limits

for what we could use
or how the editing
was to be done. That
made everyone's
podcast very unique.
It was interesting
learning how to make
a podcast without
anybody else's ideas,
and get creative."
Jenjira Pellett said,
"I enjoyed recording
my podcast and
adding the sound
effects and music. I
felt like these aspects
really brought all of
my hard work to life."
After completion, students listened, learned from, and critiqued
each other’s podcasts on elements like theme, narration and hosting.
Student Juanita Bishop said, "I enjoyed recording my podcast and
then listening to all the others. It made me realize what I needed to
do differently for next time."
Students then used grade-level math concepts to collect and analyze
their scoring data, exploring how different types of charts and graphs
could be used to represent the findings and determine conclusions.
Students learned to identify the potential for bias in voting and
strategies for avoiding it. The winning podcasts were recognized with
awards at the end of the project.

Left: Two of the
top winners,
Justice Swinton for
Best Narration (left)
and Lilly Stouffer
for Best Art.
Right: People’s
Choice Award
semifinalist
Amanda Connor
(left) and winner
Eliana Chalmers.
Top: Adeline &
Patrick Ward’s
title art for “Past
Podcast.”
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Dear community,

What a difference a year makes. Last year at
this time we quickly adjusted instruction to
a remote model due to the announcement
of the COVID-19 virus and concerns over
anticipated community spread. As a school
community, we have changed and grown
a great deal throughout this past year.
With our reopening plan in late August, we were hoping
to keep our kids in school and monitor it week by week.
Fortunately, our school environment has been safe with no
internal community spread due to wearing face masks and
maintaining the required 6’ social distance protocols. I am so
grateful for the families and staff who have worked tirelessly
to support our students and help them find success given our
current instructional model choices.
Upon reflection, last March brought confusion and uncertainty
into our lives and the process of educating our children. Let’s
remain hopeful that this March affords the opportunity to
bring our students and staff back together for increased inperson instruction. Given the recent approval to allow athletic
practices and contests, whether low or high risk, we are
advocating with the Governor and NYS Health Department
Commissioner Zucker to remove the social distancing
requirement for classrooms. Further, we are looking forward to
planning opportunities for our students and staff to engage in
spring and year-end social events and celebrations, pending
updated NYS Department of Health guidance.
We currently have a committee of teachers and administrators
studying possibilities for increasing in-person time this spring,
as well as implications for bus, lunchroom and classroom
capacity. The committee is currently focused upon the
potential for a spring return, as well as drafting a plan for
full, five-day in-person instruction for the upcoming 2021-22
school year. We are hopeful that NYS will adopt the CDC
guidance which would allow schools the flexibility for reduced
social distancing without purchasing barriers. With the recent
downward trend of positive COVID cases, along with the
increase of school staff becoming vaccinated, we remain
hopeful that we can increase in-person instruction in the
fourth quarter.
Should you be interested in learning more about our
advocacy efforts and frequently asked questions, please
refer to our district webpage. We appreciate the desire of
so many of our families to return to school full-time and are
hopeful that we are on the path to do so. Thank you for your
continued support as we focus on the health, safety and
education of our students.
While this has been challenging for each and every one of
us, please be assured that we are and will continue to take
into consideration all perspectives as we plan and prepare for
increased in-person instruction both this spring and fall.

Recognizing our
Black Scholars
The Urban League of Rochester's Black
Scholars Early Recognition Program honors
seniors and underclassmen who are on their
way to achieving at least a "B" average
throughout high school. Congratulations to
these young people:

Commitment to

Goals

Grade 12: Shelby Bulbulian, Larissa Calvin, Sanaa Charles,
Jasmine Gibbs, Keilah Hart, Blossom Ibezim, Sydney Johnson,
Alaina Jones, Breydon Nelson, Tyshawn Ragland, Jordan
Robinson, Leilani Whyte.
Grade 11: Malcolm Akins, Kelaisha Keturah Brawley,
Hind Elsir, Nevine Kori, Ah'Jahnae Roberts, Ashley Scott,
Esabella Smith, Kayla Stokes, Jaden Tensley, Chiara Terranova.
Grade 10: Brandon Allen, Malachi Brown Tomaszewski,
Zachary Dick, Marissa Dingus, Jason Gibbs, Samuel Grant,
Khalil Liverpool, DuPoux Marcellus, Jesiree Mosholder,
Amani Nur, Sydney Postell, Jamar Robinson, Salina Salters,
Jayden Sanza, Nevaeh Starks, Ajani Wilson.

NAfME All-Eastern
Symphonic Band
Senior Ryan Dick, the
principal trumpet player
and section leader for
Churchville-Chili SHS’s
Wind Ensemble, has been
invited to perform in the
National Association for
Music Education’s (NAfME)
prestigious 2021 AllEastern Symphonic Band.
Only 146 of the top high
school musicians from the
Northeast were chosen for
this honor. Ryan was also
selected to participate in
this year’s All-State band.
After graduation, he plans to attend Calvin University in
Michigan, majoring in computer science and data science.
Wesley Nance, the second trumpet with the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra, said, “Ryan is one of my favorite
students at the Eastman Community Music School.
His enthusiasm and curiosity are infectious, and he has
made tremendous progress on the trumpet throughout
his high school career. Kudos to Ryan for his impressive
accomplishments!”

Sincerely,

Lori Orologio
Superintendent of Schools
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Committing to bright futures in sports

Two Saints plan to continue their paths in sports, signing National Letters of Intent

Caleb Smith with parents Todd and Lisa Smith and brothers
Joshua and Seth.

Cross country runner Carson Wohlers (right), with dad Scott Wohlers,
prepares to sign his Letter of Intent for Paul Smith’s College.

Volleyball player Caleb Smith will join the NCAA Division II Daemen
College Wildcats in Amherst, NY. He plans to major in business
and accounting. The 2020-21 boys volleyball season, if approved
for play this year, will be Smith’s third year as a varsity player for the
Saints. As a junior in the fall of 2019, Smith was named a Monroe
County 1st Team All-County selection and also All-Greater Rochester
Honorable Mention. He was a leading member of the C-C volleyball
team that won two-straight Monroe County Division titles and twostraight Section V titles in the fall seasons of 2019 and 2018. He led
the team with most blocks in the 2019 season. Smith’s teammates
recognized the leadership role he was playing as the 2019 season
progressed and voted him Most Improved Player.
“Caleb is a very talented player who is well-loved and respected by
his teammates,” said C-C Boys Varsity Volleyball Coach Kim Eichas.
“He is a go-to player when the game is on the line. He has played
every position at the varsity level except setter, and Caleb makes a
noticeable impact in each role he is put in.”

Saints cross country runner Carson Wohlers will join the Paul
Smith’s College Bobcats cross country team next fall. Paul Smith’s
is part of the Yankee Small College Conference (YSCC), a Division
II conference in the United States Collegiate Athletic Association.
Wohlers will major in environmental science.
Wohlers has been a strong varsity cross country competitor for all
four years of high school. Athletic Director Michael Murray said, “He
is a very hard worker and role model. Not only has he become an
excellent runner, Carson is a leader who is actively engaged in many
school activities, including singing and performing in several school
musicals. He is also involved in the community through Boy Scouts
and his church.”
Cross Country Coach Paul Glor said, “Carson is an acknowledged
team leader. He continued to improve each season and is excited
to compete at the college level. Based on his race performances in
high school, he can be counted upon to contribute to his college
team as a scoring runner.”

TLC Wednesdays
“Hybrid learning poses many unique challenges for our students,”
said Churchville-Chili’s Director of Curriculum, Assessment and
Professional Development Sue Witter. “In order to help any student
who needs it, our teachers are offering open office hours on Zoom
every Wednesday. This makes it easy for learners to reach out for extra
assistance. Students may also request individual appointments.”
For high school students who need intensive intervention, there is
another option: The Learning Center (TLC). This short-term tutoring
program for grades 7-12 is not new, but the need for its intensive
approach is greater than ever. This year, resources have been expanded
to assist up to 30 students on Wednesdays to catch up on their work.
Participants are prioritized according to need. Criteria includes being in
imminent danger of failing two or more classes required for graduation
or struggling with a repeated Regents-level class.
The TLC program is aligned to the district’s Response to Intervention
(RtI) process, with case managers who prepare individualized
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learning plans for participants who meet qualification criteria.
Tutoring sessions take place for four hours on Wednesdays and
sometimes during scheduled study halls.
In addition to providing meaningful credit recovery experiences, TLC
staff members (Valerie Carter, Carla Ciminelli, Kerry Hallock, Keith
Osgood, Kaelyn Phillips and Maggie Tabone) devote extra effort to
help students develop better habits and productive study skills that
they can take with them for continued success. Classroom teachers
also have the opportunity to connect one-on-one with their student
in the TLC lab.
“The goal of TLC is to provide a mutually agreed upon learning plan,
a timeline, priorities and attainable goals for those
students determined to be most in jeopardy of
failing,” said Witter. “Tutoring sessions see a consistant
attendance rate with excellent engagement. Students
who put in the work can see positive results quickly.”
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CES fourth-graders learn about Pompeii and visit
with a volcanologist
The intersection of history with real life adds a whole new dimension
to learning. Ask fourth-graders at Churchville Elementary School, who
experienced this recently when a class reading project on the eruption
of Vesuvius at Pompeii grew into a real-time Zoom visit with a volcano
expert from the University of Oregon.
A collaboration between Library Media Specialist Katie Andres and
fourth-grade teachers Diane Gratton, Tracy Moran, Lindsey Salvas, Katy
Miner and Sydnee Tucciarello focused on historical fiction and combined
elements of both grade-level ELA and library curriculum standards.
“We used the book ‘I Survived the Destruction of Pompeii, AD 79’ by
author Lauren Tarshis to spark students’ interest and learning,” said
Andres. “What I love about this author is that she made the content
of her story accessible to online learners with a series of videos and
encouraged readers to learn more by adding associated ‘quests.’ I
created my own corresponding read-aloud videos and expanded
the author’s quests to incorporate digital resources available to CES
students.”
Videos and research materials were posted on Google Classroom
(a closed platform) for students to access each week for their class
assignments, adhering to publisher’s guidelines and giving students an
opportunity to learn about copyright law.

The real-life portion of the
story came together due
to a personal connection
teacher Diane Gratton
has with Ph.D. candidate
and volcanologist Amelia
Winner. Winner agreed
to lead a Zoom session
with all four fourth-grade
classes, including about
40 students calling in from
Teacher Diane Gratton and her class welcome the
home. In anticipation of
dozens of fourth-graders participating remotely in
the meeting, students
the volcanology presentation.
generated a list of
questions for the expert based on her career path and her education
and specialty area within volcanology. The students also inquired about
volcanology tools of the trade, field work, lab research and volcanoes
in general. Winner interacted with the students, and shared photos and
video of live volcanos with the fascinated young participants.
“I’ve been honored to work with an incredible team of teachers at CES
to make this all happen,” said Andres. “It takes a team to navigate hybrid
and synchronous learning, and I am fortunate to work with the best!”

Cocoa Cafés at the Middle School

Middle School students in teacher Katie French’s class have recently been learning what goes into planning and launching
a small business. Their project based learning (PBL) challenge required them to explore all the aspects of starting their
own hot cocoa café: from understanding the staffing, equipment and supply
costs to determining profitable pricing, business naming and
branding, and advertising. Students designed their hot cocoa
stands and presented their business plans to classmates,
followed by a celebratory Grand Opening hot cocoa party,
complete with real chocolatey goodness. Can’t wait to see
where these proud young entrepreneurs go next!
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Banishing stress with art
It’s been a tough year for students everywhere, but at ChurchvilleChili’s Middle School some of them have discovered a fun, easy way to
relax and be creative. Seventh-graders in teacher Charmagne Dodd’s
art class learned how to use the art of Zentangle® to create beautiful
patterns and enjoy the focused mindfulness of creative process.

Students added color and a variety of blending
techniques to finish their designs, exploring warm
or cool color families, and bright or pastel shades.
Every finished turtle was unique and reflective of the
individual student’s personality.

Their art project began with a choice of several existing drawings of
turtles, as this basic shape was the foundation for the real challenge.
From here, students drew into the turtles with a variety of simple,
repeated patterns, called “tangles.” The line art is meant to be
unplanned and non-representational, growing organically, stroke
by stroke.

While some students used a very spontaneous approach, careful
organization was central to many of the overall designs. “My
zentangles were planned out,” said Madelyn Pier. “On the shell,
you can see that the patterns repeat every other time. I had a plan
for color, too. Every cool color on the turtle is always touching a hot
color.” She said that the most calming part for her was the blending.
“I don’t know why, but it just made me feel relaxed.”

Commitment to

Learner-Centered
Principles

Student Kaitlyn Pozzuolo visualized herself and her turtle on a warm,
sunny beach. “I tried to make my turtle as realistic as possible,” she
said. “I used different shades of brown on its shell so that it looked
like it was facing away from the sun.”
“The project has some excellent gradelevel design concepts,” said art teacher
Dodd. “It reinforces previously learned
skills and helps kids think more about
composition. They tend to get a little
lost in this…they really concentrate
and enjoy the meditative properties
of the evolving patterns.”
As a final treat for artists, Dodd and Library
Media Specialist Julia Loson collaborated on
setting up a Zen Turtle art show at the Middle
School library to give students an opportunity to
share their work and get feedback from their peers.

Student Malena Leastman shares her boldly-blended Zen Turtle.

Adapting to change at FRS
Bees and elephants; tigers and rhinoceroses – animals aren’t the only
ones who have developed amazing adaptations to be successful in
their ecosystems. Our teachers and students have also been quickly
evolving to meet the challenges of a changing learning environment.

Students prepared for the
online presentation with
an in-depth discussion
on conservation and
readied a slew of targeted
questions. They followed
up the next day by
explaining one thing
they learned and sharing
any other questions
they still had. “All of the
FRS teacher Jamie Snook gives her
students were over the
second-graders the opportunity to ask the
moon to be able to hear conservation expert their prepared questions
on elephant adaptations.
from a professional who
actually studies animals
and conservation,” said Snook. “Learning like this really motivates
students and makes them even more proud of their own work.”

At Fairbanks Road School, second-grade teacher Jamie Snook
has been guiding her students through the science unit on animal
adaptations with a science kit focused on bees. They read several
related books on bee adaptations, habitats and conservation. The
unit included a challenge to students: What can we, as secondgraders, do right now to help save the bees? The topic was opened
up to a more global scale, as each student chose a different animal to
research and then wrote a short book about what they learned.
“In previous years, we’ve had in-person visits from nature experts or
virtual visits with park rangers,” said Snook. “This year, we connected
with a conservationist from Stop Poaching Now in Los Angeles who
specializes in elephants, tigers and rhinoceroses. It was a great
experience where all my students, remote or in-person, could be
involved at the same time.”
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Dancers reach out to younger students
Every year, students at Churchville Elementary School look forward to learning
holiday dance routines from visiting “big kids” from the high school. In this strange
year of social distancing, Churchville-Chili High School dance instructor Janelle
Hernandez and her Dance II and Dance Excel classes had to come up with new
ways to connect with the little ones.

They created several instructional dance videos – one for third-and-fourth-graders
(https://www.wevideo.com/view/1974508201), and one targeted to kindergarten through second
grade (https://www.wevideo.com/view/1974453800). Each features easy-to-follow dance steps,
cheerful holiday music and, best of all, the dancers’ memories of their own time in elementary
school. Physical education teachers at CES, Chestnut Ridge and Fairbanks Road Elementary Schools
were able to share the videos and enjoy dancing with their students.
Hernandez even set up a live session for her dancers to interact in real-time with CES first-graders.
The online video Zoom session gave the younger students a chance to meet a few of their high
school mentors and ask questions. Many are looking forward to being able to choose dance for PE
credit or as an elective when they get to high school.

Dancers demonstrate a holiday routine for Churchville
Elementary first-graders watching via Zoom.

Dancers (l-r) Madelyn Keymel (grade 11), Camille
Collins (grade 10), Erin Kuhn (grade 12), Alaina
Jones (grade 12), Delaney Carroll (grade 12) with
instructor Janelle Hernandez in front.

Senior Erin Kuhn answers questions with CES students while
Hernandez (left) manages the technology.

Highlights from the Fall 2020 athletics season
Congratulations to all of our outstanding Saints.

Soccer

1st team All-County

Section V All-Tournament Team – Cameron Burke,
Colton McCane, Jaden Tensley

Cross Country – McKenna Arguien, Lindsay Donner, Samuel Lyon,
Nathan Micillo

Boys Team

Soccer – Caleb Bailey, Gaven Egan, Colton McCane, Mikayla
Shipley, Skylar Williams

•

Swimming & Diving – Charlotte Bromage, Taylor Calus

•

Soccer – Luke Abraham, Alexander Blondale, Amelia Breton, Noah
Donner, Hannah Shipley

•

Girls Team

•

Section V Class A runner up

Highest number of points scored in sectionals in over 20 years

NYSPHSAA Scholar Athlete Teams – Boys Cross Country, Girls
Cross Country, Girls Golf, Boys Soccer, Girls Soccer, Girls Swimming
& Diving, Girls Tennis

Cross Country

Finished the league regular season undefeated at 4-0

Monroe County Sportsmanship award

Team

Swimming & Diving – Allyson Burnett, Hannah Caldwell, Kylie
Camman, Shayla Geary

•

Goals

Ryann Calus

Cross Country – Alexa Briggs, Keegan Metcalfe, Kayla Storie

Monroe County Division 2 champions

Commitment to

Girls Swimming & Diving

2nd team All-County

•

Section V Class A runner up

**To qualify, at least 75% of a team’s roster has to have a GPA of 90
or higher. All of our varsity teams achieved this!
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The show must go on …
Theatres around the world have gone dark this year, and the ChurchvilleChili Performing Arts Center (C-CPAC) stage has been no exception. Our
students are determined however, that the lights, music and magic that
are theatre will still triumph. The Senior High School production of “The
Show Must Go On” will not be a typical student musical. It is taking shape
organically, as the creative ideas of students and staff advisors coalesce
around the challenges they face in this pandemic.
“We decided to let the cast be a part in choosing almost a dozen popular
songs that showcase favorite Broadway musicals and that all talk about
transitions: what’s going on in my life, this is where I’m at, this is where
I’m headed,” said advisor and producer Rita Pencille. “There will be
solos and ensemble numbers. We’ve licensed songs from shows like
‘Rent,’ ‘Sweet Charity,’ ‘Hamilton,’ ‘Matilda’ and many more. Our senior
performers will speak briefly of their personal connection to theatre in
between the numbers.”
The cast and production crew include a solid group of experienced
seniors along with many talented underclassmen. “If a student wants
to be involved at some level, we’re going to try to make that happen
for them,” said Pencille. “We’re adhering to all the safety guidelines.
A student pit orchestra will provide the orchestration that will be prerecorded for the actual performance. This will make a larger stage area
possible, allowing us to have 15-18 people on stage at one time. The
stage is being marked with NYS-recommended 12-foot distancing to
ensure performer safety. Cast members have been busy learning the
music and choreography for each number. There will be costumes and
original set design. It will be a full theatrical experience. Unfortunately,
there will not be a live audience in the theatre, but the performance will
be videotaped and posted online for the community.”
Over the years, Churchville-Chili has built an exceptional high school
student theatre program, with shows like “The Phantom of the Opera,”
“The Wizard of Oz” and “Shrek The Musical.” Last spring’s cancellation
of “Beauty and the Beast” was a hard blow, not only to the hearts of all
involved with the show, but also to the financial health of the program.
This year’s recorded show is free to everyone; however, donations are
welcome to show support for the future of theatre at C-C Senior High
School. A performance date is still to be determined: Watch the district
social media and website at www.cccsd.org for information.
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Carrozzi bowls 300
for the Saints
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Congratulations to Joseph Carrozzi, age 15,
who bowled a 300 game vs. Rush-Henrietta
on Dec. 18. This is only the second time in our school's
history that this has been done (the first time was in
2019 by Trevor Johnson).
Carrozzi has been bowling with Saints Coach Teresa
Wormley since he was in eighth grade. He also bowls
with the Saturday morning league at Dewey Gardens.

Student Joseph Carrozzi with Coach Wormley.
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